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Exciting News! This guide is now brought to you by Outside Together. 
We're the same great team (an occupational therapist plus special education

teacher equals dream team!) delivering the same great content. The new

name reflects our journey together to provide nature-based special education

and to help educators and parents be more successful providing inclusive

experiences for ALL children. Nicole is still providing outdoor occupational

therapy in southeast Michigan, at her private pediatric practice, Outside OT.

The summer activity guide
Inside this guide, you’ll find 5 inclusive outside activities that require low

parent effort for materials—no matter where you live. But we don't stop there. 

We've also included tips, strategies and resources especially designed
for kids with special needs or developmental challenges. Plus, they work
great for children without delays, too!

This free guide was written by a pediatric occupational therapist (Nicole) and

a special education teacher (Lis).

That's us! 

When in doubt, go out!

Nicole Gordon MOT, OTR/L

Lis Duckworth M.A. Special Education
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Clear packing tape or duct tape. That's it!

Bring scissors. If your child is still developing scissor skills, encourage them to practice

cutting grass or flowers for their bracelet using scissors. Fun!

What does "done" look like? Make an example bracelet ahead of time if your child needs

some extra support in understanding activities, 

We're big fans of taking kids outside and using natural materials to create art. 

Build more quality time spent outside into your day with simple art projects like this one. Next

time you're exploring your backyard or out for a nature walk with your little one, make a nature

bracelet. It's easy! 

You'll Need:

Step 1: Make a bracelet by loosely attaching a ring of tape around your child's wrist. Make sure

it's comfortable and the sticky side is facing out.

Step 2: Explore! What kind of small things can your child find? Stick them to the tape to make

a colorful and fun bracelet. 

Nature Bracelets
Outdoor Enjoyment
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Try this:

Outside Together
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PERFECT
ANTIDOTE

Spending time outside is the

to screen time
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Caterpillar Snack
Life Skill Activity

Attention

Fine motor coordination

Hand-eye coordination

Bilateral coordination

Hand and finger strength

Executive functioning

Make ahead of time and take on an outdoor picnic. 

Freeze them for a cold treat on a hot summer day.

Skip the chocolate eyes and pretzel antennae. All you need are the grapes,

skewers and your imagination to do the activity outside. Spread out a blanket

under a shady tree and thread the grapes on the skewers.

Make this imaginative snack, together!
Start by practicing food safety and hygiene by always washing hands before

working with food. Threading grapes on the skewer is an awesome activity for

children to practice pre-writing and pre-cutting skills like:

Adapt this activity:
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Skewer sticks

Mini pretzel sticks

Mini chocolate chips

1 Tablespoon melted

white chocolate

Green & purple grapes

What you'll need:
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Blueberries

Bananas

Red grape tomatoes

Simple swaps:

Outside Together
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Schedule

Let's face it. While we welcome the sunny warmth of summer, the disruption of routines it

brings can be challenging for children. A visual schedule is the best way to support

unexpected changes and routines.

What’s a visual schedule? It’s a simple visual support to help your child understand what

to expect next. SEEING the schedule in addition to HEARING what to expect next may help

increase your child's comprehension of what you're communicating. To learn more, read our

blog post: OutsideOT.com/blog/how-to-make-visual-schedules.

We find it helpful to introduce a new activity, such as Nature Bracelets, right before snack

time. Snack is often a preferred activity for kids and it can be helpful to remind them that

snack is right after the new activity. Try using this visual schedule below or create one of your

own using tips from our blog.

Make a Visual Schedule (Trust us!)
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Try this:

3

2

Breakfast

Get dressed

Nature bracelets

Snack 4

1
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Flower Names
Letter Recognition

This activity is great for supporting fine motor skills, eye-hand coordination, as well as

building name and letter recognition. 

Step 1: Grab a piece of recycled cardboard and trace a word, shape or letters that you

want your child to work on. 

Step 2: Poke holes along the outline you traced. A screwdriver works well for this step.

Step 3: Collect flowers, leaves or sticks to place in the holes.

 

Recycled cardboard

Flowers, sticks, or leaves outside

Screwdriver or something with a sharp point

What you'll need:
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Make the activity easier: Reduce the number of holes.

Make the activity harder: Use a hammer and nail to poke the holes.

Practice letter formations in a multisensory way. If it's within your child's

ability, have them write the letters in marker on the cardboard, first. If they're not

writing independently yet, they can trace your writing. 

Try This: 

Outside Together
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Use the visual aid on the next page for step-by-step directions.

Cover next steps. Use 1-2 pieces of paper to cover the steps you're not working on so

the child only sees one step at a time. 

Tracing tip: If tracing the heart template is too advanced, an adult can trace it first in

pencil. Then, the child can use a marker to trace over your penciled shape. 

A fun way to build excitement about getting outside is to incorporate a new craft. We love

combining traditional craft projects with nature walks in order to find interesting

elements to add as decorations. Not only are these nature hearts fun to make and hang,

but they also target fine motor and visual-motor skills. If you're working with an older

child, use this exercise to practice cutting cardboard—an advanced skill. If cutting

cardboard is too challenging, the child can practice on a smaller piece while you cut out

the heart. We used a hot glue gun to glue six clothespins on the heart. This step is also a

skill that you can practice together, if appropriate.

 

Try This: 

Nature Hearts
Fine Motor Activity

Cardboard

Scissors

Marker

Clothespins

Twine or string

Paint and brushes

Hot glue gun (or strong glue)

What you'll need:
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NATURE HEARTS
 

4. Gather nature objects on hike.3. Paint.

6.  Hang and enjoy!
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5.  Pin to heart.

1. Use a pattern to trace a heart on cardboard. 2. Cut out the heart and glue on clothespins.

Outside Together
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Hear

See

Smell

Taste

Touch

Summer is a great time to head out for a hike or to a local park to explore all

that nature has to offer! There are so many different textures to investigate,

sounds to hear and sights to see. Use our scavenger hunt on the next page.

Talk about the five senses. Before heading out to explore, review the five

senses using our visual and practice them at home. Discuss what kind of

outdoor things you might:

Sensory Nature Quest
Sensory activity

Using my senses
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Sensory Nature Quest
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Soft Holey Smelly

Smooth Pokey Tickly

Crunchy Bumpy Wet
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Outside Together

We're presenting at #NatStart2021 this summer! 
At the Nature-Based Early Learning Virtual Conference, July 26-30, we'll be

presenting tips and strategies for professionals to implement today to reduce

barriers, increase successful learning and promote disability inclusion in

nature-based classes. Look for our presentation: Children with Special and

Diverse Needs in a Nature-Based Learning Environment. See you there!

Learn more about Outside Together at OutsideOT.com/Training-and-Support.

Outdoor kids group

Summer camp

One-on-one OT

Does your child have difficulty with coordination, attention or social skills?
Outside OT offers fun, nature-based occupational therapy for children in

southeast Michigan. Go to OutsideOT.com and register your child for: 

For more free resources and activity guides like this one, visit

OutsideOT.com/Resources. 
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Summertime is

the best of

what might be
- Charles Bowden
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